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Welcome and Opening Remarks - Mary Russell, Marsh Managing Director, Chemical Industry Practice Leader

Property Industry Landscape & Current Market Trends - Mary Russell & Matt Giambagno, Marsh SVP, Energy & Power Property Advisor

Parametric as a Solution – Tom Markovic, PhD, Marsh SVP, Head of Financial Risk Products, Parametrics

Carrier Perspectives Interview – Cole Mayer, VP, Innovative Risk Solutions Structurer, Swiss Re & Tom Markovic, PhD, Marsh

Q&A and Closing Remarks - Mary Russell, Marsh Managing Director, Chemical Industry Practice Leader

Today’s Agenda
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Property Industry 
Landscape & Current 
Market Trends 

Mary Russell, Marsh Managing Director, Chemical Industry Practice Leader

Matt Giambagno, Marsh SVP, Energy & Power Property Advisor



• We continue to see similar trends in the property space from the past six to twelve months as markets continue to stress 
profitability – not necessarily growth.

• Significant global property losses in 2020 are estimated at $83 billion (excluding any COVID–19 loss estimates). 
• Losses in 2020 were driven by convective storm, civil unrest, flooding, named storm, wild fire and other severe 

weather events. 

• There have been few new markets that have entered the chemical space, however a few London syndicates have 
shown interest in this space – mostly in excess layers.

• In regards to overall program terms/conditions - market correction continues. 
• Many markets continue to monitor overall program capacity and aggregation issues – this typically dictates how and 

where they participate on programs.
• Recently, markets are looking to stabilize terms - rather than pushing the excessive rate increases that we have 

seen in the past.  
• Program retentions continue to be a focal point of insurers - especially Time Element. 
• Updated BI worksheets and third party property damage valuations are continually requested and, in some cases, 

required to bind coverage. 
• Updated loss control reports remain the key piece of renewal information and are instrumental to successful 

renewals.
• For many clients, global fronting remains an issue and is the key bottleneck for clients with international exposures.
• With large shared/layered programs – policy non-concurrencies are commonplace. 

Property Industry Landscape & Current Market Trends



• With many program changes being introduced - clients continue to explore alternative program structures, such as: 

• Introducing layers to a program that has historically been placed on a quota share basis 

• Self-insuring certain pieces/coverages of a program.  

• Increased deductibles for premium savings.

• Parametric Solutions. 

• Including OIL as a program disruptor.

• From a rate perspective, we have seen rate increases start to level out for loss free, well-engineered risks. 

• The size of increases are beginning to decelerate when compared to prior quarters and we expect this momentum 
to continue. 

• The February Texas Freeze event has produced sizable losses which markets are pointing to in recent renewal 
negotiations.

• Rate increases continue and average roughly 20% for recent renewals. 

• Severe rate increases are becoming more of an anomaly. 

• However, clients with poor loss history continue to see sizable rate increases and term changes. 

Property Industry Landscape & Current Market Trends



Significant Global Insured Losses – 2013 to 2021



• Hardening Property Market 

• Market capacity & limit restraints

• Aggregation concerns  

• Premium increases 

• Deductible increases 

• Gaps in coverage 

• Loss history 

• Client specific 

• Location specific 

• Lender Requirements 

• Liquidity Pressures 

• Under insured / uninsured risks

Key Pain Points
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Parametric as a 
Solution 

Tom Markovic, PhD, Marsh SVP, Head of Financial Risk Products, Parametrics
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Key Pain Points in the Chemical Industry

PAIN POINTS / CONCERNS QUESTIONS TO ASK PARAMETRIC BENEFITS

• Hardening property market & SIR:

 Higher premiums.

 Higher $ deductibles and longer WPs. 

 Reduced capacity for certain perils.

• Uninsured Losses from non-PD events:

 Harvey (2017, Cat 4).

 Laura (2020, Cat 4).

 TX “freeze” & commodity crisis 

(2021).

 COVID, Hail, Wildfire, Cyber, Isaias.

• Delayed payout & self-funding:

 12+ month settlement processes.

 Self-fund recovery & restoration.

 Partial loss coverage.

• No relief in sight:

 Record breaking 2020 in the Gulf.

 2021 forecast: above average storm 

activity.

• What is the total self-retention?

 $ deductibles, WP, non-PD.

 Can business afford it?

• SIR vs. modeled loss probability. 

 Self-retaining 1-in-50, 1-in-100 

year event?

• How do self-retained losses compare 

against property insurance payouts 

from nat cat events?

• Average settlement period after 

major nat cat/weather events?

• How important is availability of 

immediate cash-flow post-event to 

continue operations or make 

payments?

• No Physical Damage Requirement.

• No $ Deductible, no BI Waiting Period.

• All losses covered: 

 Non-PD, flood, PD, BI, CBI, 
repairs, extra expense.

• Immediate liquidity:

 Payout within 3-4 weeks.

 Minimal to no claims process -
payout first, attest to losses later.

• Minimal exclusions, flexible structure.

• Objective – premiums driven by 
probabilities with lower volatility.
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Trigger

Recovery

Basis risk

Claims process

Tenor

Exclusions

Structure & wording

Form

Traditional Insurance

Physical damage or loss

Actual losses post assessment

Exclusions, deductibles, T&Cs

Long - months to years

Typically 1-year

Extensive

Standard & rigid

Insurance

Parametric

Event occurs, index > threshold

Pre-agreed amount

Calculated Loss < Actual Loss

Quick – days to weeks

Up to 10 years*

Limited to none

Custom & flexible

Insurance or derivative*

* Certain terms, such as Tenor and Form, may be more limited in some jurisdictions

Parametric vs. Traditional Insurance

Product Feature 
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Manage Exposure through Coverage Diversification

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

Parametric solutions can help chemical

companies:

• Supplement or enhance existing insurance 

portfolio, filling any coverage gaps. 

• Optimize coverage vs. spend:

 Parametric better suited for non-damage, 

deductibles & lower layers.

 Traditional insurance premiums drop off 

in excess layers.

• Receive faster payouts following a loss to

increase liquidity, reduce revenue volatility, and 

enable investment in post-loss priorities. 

Clients are actively restructuring their 

programs to dovetail parametric and 

traditional insurance.

Historical Named Windstorms around Cameron / Lake Charles:

Source: NOAA
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Carrier Perspectives 
Interview 

Cole Mayer, VP Swiss Re, Innovative Risk Solutions Structurer

Tom Markovic, PhD, Marsh, Head of Financial Risk Products, 

Parametrics
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Thank You for Attending!

To learn more, visit our dedicated parametric page for Chemical companies.

Or contact your Marsh representative.

https://www.marsh.com/us/industries/chemical/parametrics-for-chemical-companies.html?utm_source=colleague-share&utm_medium=email-oft&utm_campaign=comparison
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